
Catalog SyStem and optionS

Ct4, Ct8, Ct12
Capri track Surface track lengths

Sample Catalog nUmBeR: Ct4W  

description
 philips lightolier’s Capri track is a combination one and two circuit track which offers the benefit of controlling one or two 

separate groups of lights 
 on the same track. each track section is furnished with mounting hardware and one Ca100 end cap.  track may be cut to  

shorter lengths in the field.

Features
• low profile with soft round edges.
• one or two circuit track, in one sturdy compact aluminum extrusion.
• easy to install on flat or slightly vaulted wood surfaces, plaster, or suspended ceilings. may be pendant mounted on stems 18”, 48” 

or 96” or cut in field to any custom length, for extra flexibility.
• durable extruded vinyl insulators inside track contain four #12 aWg copper conductors.
• Circuit indicator groove denotes which fixtures are on which circuit.
• embossed indicator on track adapter assists in identifying the circuit utilized.
• With two circuit applications, to install fixtures on a different circuit, remove fixture, rotate 180°, and reinstall on track.
• c/Ul listed and c/etl listed.
• philips lightolier’s Capri offers many electrical connectors to supply power anywhere along a run. all connectors are supplied 

prewired for one or two circuits.

SpeCiFiCationS
1. track - precision extruded aluminum, .050” minimum 
wall thickness. White, black or silver painted finishes. 
one Ca100 end cap furnished with each piece of track.

2. insulator - extruded non-conductive polymer, .060” 
nominal thickness.

3. Conductors - Four #12 aWg copper conductors, 
providing one or two circuits with separate neutrals.

4. electrical - one or two circuits up to 20 amps each at 
120 volts (maximum 2400 watts per circuit  
at 20 amps).

5. mechanical - track pieces are locked together by 
means of electrical connectors. Fixture adapters are 
locked to track by means of spring-loaded outer adapter 
housing.

6. labels - c/Ul listed and c/etl listed.

7. Finishes - Choice of painted finishes W (white), BK 
(black) or Sl (silver).

tR1-48
Catalog number:

type

project:

Ct4 – Ct12 track lengths

Ct4    Four Foot track length
Ct8    eight Foot track length
Ct12  twelve Foot track length

general notes:
1.  each track section furnished with mounting 
  hardware and one Ca100 end cap.

track Rail 1

_________ 
Ct4
Ct8
Ct12

Finishes

_________ 
W White
BK Black
Sl Silver

dimensions: 
 
Ct4
actual length: 3’ 7-1/2”
Height:  11/16”
Width:  1-1/2”

Ct8
actual length: 7’ 7-1/2”
Height:  11/16”
Width:  1-1/2”

Ct12
actual length: 11’ 7”
Height:  11/16”
Width:  1-1/2”
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